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An unstable resonator with seven large aperture ceramic disks and intra-cavity adaptive correction is presented. The
composite ceramic disks with absorption rings were adopted to suppress amplified spontaneous emission. An intra-cavity
aberration non-conjugate correction based on round-trip wavefront and relaxation iteration was applied in the resonator.
After tilt and defocus were corrected in turn, an average output power of 4.5 kW was obtained. The corresponding beam
quality factor β was 19.5. After tilt, defocus, and high order aberrations were corrected, the average output power was
increased to 5.4 kW, and the beam quality factor β was improved to 6.8.
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1. Introduction

Since the concept of the thin disk laser (TDL) was proposed by
Giense[1], there has beenmuch research on TDLs in continuous-
wave (CW) operation and short pulsed operation[2,3]. The gain
of TDLs is very low due to the quasi-three-level gainmedia and a
thickness of around 200 μm. To achieve high power laser output
with high beam quality, a large mode stable resonator or low
magnification unstable resonator has to be applied, which are
extremely sensitive to misalignment and aberration. Even if
ten Yb:YAG disks were applied in the resonator, the magnifica-
tion parameter was only improved to 1.4[4].
The use of Nd-doped materials in large aperture disk geom-

etry has attracted attention for high effective emission cross-sec-
tion and negligible re-absorption effect. Ongstad et al. developed
an 8 cm diameter Nd:YAG spinning disk with 323 W absorbed
pump power, generating a CW output power of 200 W[5]. In
2009, Tang et al. presented a 3 kW unstable resonator with 7
large aperture Nd:YAG disks[6]. In 2021, Ding et al. used a
Nd:LuAG ceramic disk stable resonator to obtain output energy
of 4.5 J at 10 Hz repetition[7].
Large aperture disk laser resonators suffer from the amplified

spontaneous emission (ASE) and aberrations. The usual way to
suppress ASE is to roughen the sides of the large aperture disks.
Another promising way to overcome this problem is to utilize
the composite disk with an undoped layer, which acts as an
anti-ASE cap and was proposed to reduce the effective ASE

path[8]. Aberrations in unstable resonators have a noticeable
impact on the laser mode and output power[9]. Aberration cor-
rection in high power unstable resonators with large aberrations
is essential. Compared to extra-cavity correction, intra-cavity
aberration correction provides additional benefits such as con-
trol laser mode and output power. In an unstable ring resonator
or an unstable image resonator, the surface shape of the defor-
mation mirror conjugates with the aberration of the gain
medium[4,10]. The conventional adaptive optics system can be
conveniently adopted without a complex control algorithm to
generate stable output. In a standing wave unstable resonator
with intra-cavity adaptive corrections, there is no one-to-one
analytical correspondence between the measured wavefront
and the wavefront that needs to be used as compensation.
Sophisticated algorithms are demanded to control the adaptive
optics system. In 2004, high-order, adaptive control of the unsta-
ble resonator in the solid-state, heat-capacity laser using a
deformable mirror (DM) was achieved, as reported by
LaFortune et al.[11], in which the relationship between the output
phase of the laser and the correction was approximated by a lin-
ear theory. And far-field images of selected pulses showed a
notable performance of correction during a 40-pulse run.
However, aberrations and corresponding longitudinal positions
are demanded for the correction algorithms. It is impossible to
measure the aberration of every disk in different positions in a
multiple disk laser with a traditional standing wave unstable
resonator.
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In this paper, a standing-wave unstable resonator with seven
composite ceramic disks is demonstrated. ASE suppression of
absorption ring and intra-cavity aberration correction based
on round-trip wavefront (RTWF) and relaxation iteration have
been investigated. After the intra-cavity correction, both output
power and beam quality are improved significantly.

2. Design and Experimental Setup

2.1. System and schematic layout

The schematic diagram of the ceramic disk laser system is shown
in Fig. 1. A positive-branch unstable cavity with magnification
factorM of 2 has been adopted. In the cavity, the M1 was a con-
vex mirror with a radius curvature of −12m, the M2 was a con-
cave mirror with a radius curvature of 24 m, the output coupler
(OC) was a scraper, seven ceramic disks were arranged in a row,
and the M3, M4, DM1, and DM2 were used to fold laser beam.
All of them except the seven disks were coated for high reflec-
tivity at 633 nm and 1064 nm.
To align the cavity, a 1064 nm guide laser (GL) was directed

into the cavity through a pinhole in the center of the M2. To
detect aberrations, a 633 nm probe light (PL) was guided into
and out of the cavity by two dichroic mirrors M5 (T > 99.7%
at 1064 nm, R = 50% at 633 nm). The RTWF in the PL was mea-
sured by a Hartman wavefront sensor (HWS).
The drift mirror (M4) driven by twomotors was set to correct

tilt. The DM1 driven by an actuator in the center was set to cor-
rect defocus. The DM2 driven by 67 actuators was set for all
aberrations. Compensating capabilities of the three correctors
are shown in Table 1.
The DM2 had both high spatial frequency and response fre-

quency but only in a ±4 μm stroke. When we compensate the
static tilt and defocus in a large stroke with the M4 and DM1,
the dynamic range of the DM2 would not be wasted for lower
orders.

2.2. Disk gain module

A disk gain module structure is shown in Fig. 2. A composite
ceramic disk was directly welded to a water-cooled copper heat
sink with indium solder. The disk is pumped by five laser diode
stacks (LDSs). Each stack comprises 60 laser diode bars, provid-
ing a maximum peak pump power of 15 kW at 806 nm. The

pulse width was 250 μs, and the repetition frequency was
200Hz. The diode light was focused into a hexagonal waveguide,
and the uniform circle spot at the exit of the waveguide trun-
cated by a diaphragm was imaged by a pair lens to a circle spot
with a diameter of 60 mm on the double-pass-pumped disk. The
efficiency of the entire coupling system was 88%, and the pump
uniformity root mean square (RMS) was 90%.
The disk was a piece of composite ceramic disk with the

dimensions of 1.5 mm in thickness and 80 mm in diameter.
The disk’s upper surface was coated for high transmission at
633 nm, 808 nm, and 1064 nm, and its lower surface was coated
for high reflectivity at 633 nm, 808 nm, and 1064 nm. A photo-
graph of the composite ceramic disk is shown in Fig. 3. The disk
was composed of a 2% (atomic fraction) doped Nd:YAG core
with a diameter of 60 mm and a 5% (atomic fraction) doped
Sm:YAG ring with a width of 10 mm. One of absorption bands
of Sm3� ions in YAG appears in the near infrared (1050–
1100 nm) wavelength region with a maximum at about
1070 nm. The absorption coefficients at 1064 and 808 nm of
5% Sm:YAG ceramic sample are 2.29 and 0.09 cm−1. Sm:YAG
was found to be the best material for suppressing ASE of
Nd:YAG gain medium pumped by an 808 nm LD[12].

Fig. 1. Experimental setup of the disk standing-wave unstable resonator.

Table 1. Compensating Capabilities of Correcting.

Devices Correction Range Control Bandwith

M4 Tilt ±10 mrad 10 Hz

DM1 Defocus 20 μm 10 Hz

DM2 PV 8 μm 50 Hz

RMS 1 μm

Fig. 2. Schematic of the disk gain module.

Fig. 3. Photo of the composite ceramic disk.
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In order to evaluate ASE suppression, small signal gain coef-
ficients of both a composite disk with absorption ring and a
monolithic disk with a roughened side were measured. The
monolithic disk with a roughened side was the same as the core
of the composite disk. The small signal gain coefficient as a func-
tion of pulse peak pump power is shown in Fig. 4. Obviously, the
absorption ring is more effective for suppressing ASE than the
roughened side.

2.3. Intra-cavity adaptive correction

In a standing-wave unstable non-image cavity with intra-cavity
adaptive correction, it is the best correction that a plane wave
could retrieve after a round trip. The accurate wavefront for
the corrector cannot be obtained directly from the RTWF in
PL, but it should be similar to the conjugation of the RTWF.
So the product of a factor and the conjugation of the RTWF
is assigned to the corrector as a tentative correction. After a
number of iterations, an approximate correction would con-
verge to the optimal. If there are multiple correctors for different
aberrations in an unstable resonator, the intra-cavity adaptive
correction for the jth corrector based on RTWF and relax iter-
ation could be described as follows.
The RTWF φ�1�

out�r, θ� in the PL is measured, and the aberra-

tion φ�1�
out, j�r, θ� is filtered. The additional wavefront −�τ=2� ·

φ �1�
out, j�r, θ� is set to the corresponding jth corrector, where τ is

a relaxation factor, τ ∈ �0, 1�. The RTWF in the PL evolves into

φ �2�
out �r, θ�. Repeat the above process until the aberration

φ �n�
out, j�r, θ� converges. The total additional wavefront for the

jth corrector is

Φj�r, θ� = −�τ=2�
Xn−1

i=1

Φ�i�
out, j�r, θ�: �1�

To avoid coupling effects caused by the three correctors in
the disk laser, the controlling process logic of three correctors
is shown in Fig. 5. By expanding the RTWF in Zernike

polynomials, the tilt and the defocus are successively filtered
and corrected with the method based on the RTWF and relax-
ation iteration. When the tilt and the defocus of RTWF con-
verge, the loops are terminated, and the final status of the
correctors (M4, DM1) is retained. The static proportion of tilt
and defocus is compensated. The residual tilt, defocus, and high
order aberrations are corrected by the DM2 with the same
method. Owing to the fast-variation aberrations, the closed-loop
correction with the DM2 should be maintained all the while.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

By pumping with a pulse peak power of 525 kW, a repetition
frequency of 200 Hz, and a pulse width of 250 μs, the average
output power extracted from the resonator as a function of
the time is shown in Fig. 6, and the RTWF in PL and the far-field
spot of the output laser are shown in Fig. 7. Beam quality factor β
wasmeasured to evaluate the correction result. The beam quality

Fig. 4. Small signal gain coefficient versus pulse peak pumping power.

Fig. 5. Logical diagram of synergic controlling process.

Fig. 6. Average output power versus time.
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factor β was deduced by the ratio between the actual divergence
angle measured in experiment and the simulated divergence
angle of the ideal annular plane wave with an obscure ratio
of 0.5.
Steady output power was not measured without any correc-

tion. After tilt and defocus corrections, an output power of
4.5 kW was obtained, and the RMS of the RTWF converged
to 0.89 μm, and the beam quality factor β was 19.5. When the
DM2 began to correct the residual tilt, defocus, and high order
aberrations, the RMS of the RTWF converged from 0.89 μm to
0.18 μm after 5 iterations (Fig. 8). The output power was
increased to 5.4 kW, and the beam quality factor βwas improved

to 6.8. Both output power and beam quality had remarkable
improvement after intra-cavity aberration corrections. Due to
considerable correction residuals, the beam quality was not good
enough. The main reasons could be inadequate correction
capability for high order aberrations and significant decline in
closed-loop bandwidth caused by the iterations. It was inferred
that better beam quality could be obtained if the DM2 has more
actuators and higher control bandwidth.
After tilt, defocus, and high order aberration corrections, the

average output power extracted from the resonator as a function
of total input power is shown in Fig. 9(a) at a repetition fre-
quency of 200 Hz. A maximum output power of 5.4 kW was
achieved with an optical-optical efficiency of 20.6%. The slope
efficiency was 32.1%, and the pump threshold was approxi-
mately 9.25 kW. Figure 9(b) shows the oscilloscope trace of
the disk laser measured at full output power. The pulse width
of the laser was about 200 μs, and it is less than the pulse width
of the pumping source (250 μs) as a result of buildup time of the
laser oscillation.

4. Conclusion

A standing-wave unstable resonator with seven large aperture
composite ceramic disks and intra-cavity adaptive correction
is presented. The absorption ring is found to be more effective
to suppress the ASE of large aperture disks than the rough-
ened side.
A universal intra-cavity aberration non-conjugate correction

is realized based on RTWF and relaxation iteration. At themaxi-
mum pumping power, steady laser output was not acquired
without any correction. After tilt and defocus were corrected
in turn, an average output power of 4.5 kW was obtained.
The corresponding beam quality factor β was 19.5. After tilt,
defocus, and high order aberrations were corrected, the average
output power was increased to 5.4 kW, and the beam quality fac-
tor β was improved to 6.8.

Fig. 7. (a) The RTWF after tilt and defocus correction (the corresponding pro-
files of the near field and far field are shown in the insets). (b) The RTWF after
tilt, defocus, and high order aberrations correction (the corresponding pro-
files of the near field and far field are shown in the insets).

Fig. 8. The RMS value of the RTWF versus iterations.

Fig. 9. (a) The output power versus total input power. The inset (b) shows the
oscilloscope trace of a single pulse.
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